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Goals versus ~lifi
Five years ago this fall, representatives
from twelve national scientific organizations--among them the Academies of
Sciences of the Soviet Union and the
United States--affixed their signatures
to the Charter of the International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis,
and IlASA came into being. When we
reexamine the ideals that led to i t s
creation and the down-toearth reality
that has shaped i t s development. I
think we can be proud of the position
the Institute holds today.
Considerable progress has been made in
light of the original goals of its founders, which can be stated in short as:
(a) strengthening international cooperation, (b) contributing to the advancement of science and systems analysis,
and (c) applying systems analysis t o
real problems of mankind. These objectives can now be confronted with some
evidence from experience.

The IlASA
experience
P. 1
IIASA's uniqueness lies in the internaFair division and
tional, East-West composition of i t s
representation
P. 2 sponsorship and hence of i t s scientific
staff. Scholars from 25 different nalnternational Series
tions have taken part in the research
work at Laxenburg, and IlASA enteron Applied Systems
tains close collaborative relations with
Analysis
P. 4 scientific institutions in many of these
countries. In addition, a large number
Comparing Fusion
of conferences and publications have
and Fission
P. 5 contributed to information exchange,
enhancing IIASA's role as an internaMigration: a cause
tional clearinahouse. It is our continu- - - - aim to assure that the Institute's
forurban growth p. 8 ing
.
~nternationaliw
is reflected throuahout
i
t
s
research
program.
The problem of
health resources p.10 In i t s efforts toward the advancement
of science, IlASA seeks not only to
News from IIASA p. 11 push forward the state of the art in well~

1

established scientific or technological
disciplines, but also places particular
emphasis on furthering the craft of
systems analysis, particularly as it can
be applied to international issues.
With respect to applications, IlASA can
play an important role in analysis of
"global"
and "universal"
problems.
For global problems, cutting across
national boundaries, it offers a forum
for East-West consideration of issues
that affect a l l mankind. For universal
problems, lying within individual nations, it fosters the exchange of experience and methodology among nations having widely differing economic.
social and political systems. I n fact,
IlASA analyses have found direct employment in fields such as pest management, water management, and energy
development in countries both East
and West, and have had indirect consequences through improved methodologies and changed conceptions in many
places.
This progress is due in part to the
Institute's mixed strategy.
Instead
of striving for all three goals in each
activity, the policy has been that
individual activities may emphasize
one goal in preference to the others.
but that taken as a whole, the research
program should serve all three. Thus,
some activities will emphasize application, others the advancement of science,
and others still international collaboraYet the Institute as a whole does
toward all three obiectives.
Another, equally important, reason for
progress is that the Institute has not
sought to proceed alone; rather it has
Continued page 6

X1.L. Halinslti* and H.P. Young**

The problem
Appearances to the contrary the answer
to this question is not easily forthcoming. The immediate intuitive response, "Assign representation proportionally." is insufficient: representatives
are indivisible!
This innocuous fact
brings with it deep complexities, t o
which history can attest through learned
parliamentary debates and the plethora
of proposed solutions.
A task within IIASA's System and
Decision Sciences Area has been addressing this universal problem as a
first step in the analysis and quantification of more general problems of fair
division.
Some proposed
solutions
- -.
-Proportional representation (PR) svsseti
were put forward with increasing
vigor in mid-nineteenth-century Europe
da
i
are now used in many functioning
democracies. They raise a problem
almost identical to that of apportionment: given party vote totals and a
parliament of fixed size, how many
seats should each party be assigned?
A Lester R . Ford Award of the Mathematical
Association of America was given jointly to
the authors for part of their work on this
subject.
*M.L. Balinski. Professor of Mathemafics at
C U N Y , has been Leader of the System and
Decision Sciences Ares at IlASA since
Se~tember 1975.
A winner of the
Lanchester Prize of the Operations Research
Society, he is the founding Editor of Mathematical Programming, has taught at Princeton.
the University of Pennsylvania, the University
of Grenoble. and has been an IBM World
Trade Fellow and a mnsultant to various
institutions including R A N D , Mathemarim.
Esro Research, and various government
agencies.

..H,P, Young joined llASA in February ,976
for 2K
on leave from the ~~~d~~~~
School of the City University of New York.
*bere he is Arroc ate Proferror n the DeDirr.
ment of Malhemat cr. Bator, com ng to the
C tv Untv~rrtrv he Nar arroclateo w th toe
un/ted s t a t e r National Water Cammirrion.
During 1972.1975 he mnruited for a National Science Foundation project at the
on
~ emnomic models
University o f H O U S C O
of water US and water pollution. Hir particular interest at IlASA is the formal study of
decision making procerser.

One popular method of solution was
proposed by the Belgian lawyer Victor
d'Hondt in 1878: "...to allocate discrete entities proportionally among
several numbers, i t is necessary t o
divide these numbers by a common
divisor, producing quotients whose
sum is equal to the number of entities t o be allocated".
He means to
choose an ideal constituency size
("divisor") and t o give as many seats
as there are constituencies in each
party vote total. Thus, if the divisor
or ideal constituency size i s 50,000 and
the party vote total is 192,000. then
3 seats would be allocated to this party.
This is a natural method of apportionment and was, in fact, first proposed by
Thomas Jefferson in 1792. But i t leads
to a seeming absurdity.
The exact
quota
of
a
party
or
region
i
s
the exact
-proportional number of seats, including
fractions. it "deserves". and so is a
number w h i c h practicaily cannot be
assigned. But, as noticed in the U.S.
~ o u s eof Representatives in 1882, the
exact quota of the State of New York
was 32.94. whereas the method of
Jefferson assigned it 34 seats. As one
Representative Mills exclaimed, "I have
been told that while in astronomy and
philosophy and geometry and all other
sciences there was something left for
speculation, that mathematics, like the
voice of Revelation, said when it spoke,
'Thus saith the Lord'. But here i s a
new system of mathematics that demonstrates the truth to be false." An alternate proposal--made by the French
mathematician Sainte-Lague in 1910 for
PR and by the American Senator
Webster in 1832 for apportionment--is
to choose an ideal constituency and to
give as many seats as there are constit.
uencies in a party vote or regional
population, unless there is more than
one-half of a constituency left over, in
which case an extra seat is given. Unfortunately, this solution does not avoid
Mr. Mills's outrage.
A third solution has been proposed by
many, but apparently was first formally
defined by Alexander Hamilton. It is
not open t o Mr. Mills's objection. This
solution computes the exact (fractional)
quotas, and first gives each region as
many whole number seats as i t is entitled to, thus leaving a certain number

of seats t o be distributed. These remaining seats are given, one each, t o
havinu the larsest
those reqions
- decimal
fract~ons in their exact qdota
But
Ham~lton's method leads to another
absbrd ty. known as tne "Atabama
paradox": if the number of seats t o
be distributed i s increased mutotis
nluhndis then Hamilton's method can
accord some regions one less seat!
For example, suppose three regions
have, respectively, populations of
453,173. 442.385 and 104,442 (giving
a total population of 1,000,000).
Then, i f 100 seats are apportioned the
exact quotas are 45.32, 44.24 and
10.44, and the Hamilton method gives
the regions 45, 44 and 11 seats, respectively. However. if 101 seats are t o be
allocated, the exact quotas are 45.77,
44.68 and 10.55. and the method gives
46, 45 and 10 seats. respectively: the
smallest loses a seat when more are t o
be shared. This possibility, which was
actually noticed in 1882 with the state
of Alabama the one that suffered,
elicited such comments as "this
atrocity",
"this freak", "this paradox". The situation arose again in 1901
with respect to Maine and led t o a representative's impassioned plea on the floor
of the House, "God help the State of
Maine when mathematics reach for
her".
Today various of these methods are in
actual use. For example, Jefferson's
or d'Hondt's method is used i n Belgium
and Brazil; Webster's or Sainte-Lagiue's
is used in Sweden; Hamilton's is used
in Italy and Costa Rica. In the United
States the method of Equal Proportions
is used. I t was devised as one in a class
of five similar methods--which include
Jefferson's and Webster's--in the first
serious
work
on
the
subject
Haward
mathematician
by
the
E.V. Huntington [91.
Huntington's
five methods all avoid the Alabama
paradox but admit the unfortunate
phenomenon noted by our Mr. Mills.
The
approach
Historically, the development of various
allocation methods has proceeded in a
somewhat od itor manner; what has
been lacking is a framework in which
different methods m a y be-compared.
The approach we have pursued has
therefore been t o identify essential
characteristics that methods ought to
have or standards by which they may be
compared.
One fundamental issue, as pointed out
by Representative Mills, is that i f a
region (or party or interest group)
deserves exactly. say, 5.47 seats, then
i t should surely receive no more than
6 seats and no less than 5 seats. In
other words allocations should always
be "within the quota".
A second fundamental issue, which
arises not only from common sense
but is a virtual political necessity, i s
that the Alabama paradox be avoided.

Yet a third issue is whether a method
tends t o favor large versus small regions
(or parties). This property can be given
a variety of formulations depending on
the context: for example, with PR systerns, one way of putting the question
i s whether a method would always give

An application
The results of the study have been used
to analyze various issues in the debate
surrounding representation in the reconstituted European Parliament with direct elections 131. A great variety of
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TABLE 1. Minimum Requirements

Fortunately, the idea of being within
the quota has a natural extension t o
the situation where minimum requirements are imposed (as is the case in
many countries), and the methods
mentioned above, including the Quota
Method, have straightforward modifications to allow for these requirements.

The final

solution adopted
by the European Parliament was t o al.
locate 410 seats as shown below. This
is compared with the exact quotas and
the Quota Method solution in Table 2.
Conclusion

at least as many seats in total t o the
v n i m of two parties as it would t o the
parties separately.
Such a method
e ~ u l _ a g e _ r ~ c o a l j t i o n smethods
;
with
the opposite effect encgurage schisms.

proposals were offered during the debates; the authors compared these in
the light of the principles of allocation
discussed above.
The requirements laid down by the
European Parliament itself included the
following three points 181 : (i) "the

The apportionment methods being developed in this work are of course not
limited t o allocations in parliaments;
they also apply to situations in local or
city governments, in committees representing different interest groups, or
indeed to any situation where discrete

N e w - r r
The history of the problem raises the
following question: are there any
methods that are always within the
quota and avoid the Alabama paradox?
Oddly enough, no_n.e of the
methods historically used have both
properties.
Hamilton's, as we have
seen, suffers from the Alabama paradox;
Jefferson's
and,
in fact. a l l of
Huntington's various methods, including
Equal Proportions, are not within the
quota.
Nevertheless the authors have shown
that methods satisfying both of these
standards do exist; moreover they are
straighl.forward to compute[f,].
one
among these stands out as particularly
natural and easy to compute..the
Quota Method [ 1.21.

TABLE 2. Apportionments for the European Parliament
highest degree of proportionality should
be achieved"; (iil "all the important
political forces of a State should be
represented"; (iii) there should be no
"reduction in the present number of
any State's representatives".
The
~latter
~ two
' in
~ effect establish a minimum number of representatives for
each State as shown in Table 1 .

allocations are t o be made proportionally.
One contribution that systems analysis
can make t o the resolution of policy
problems is to create a logical framework in which the effects of different
policy oet~onscan be evaluated. The
continuing goal of the work in fair
division a t IlASA is t o formulate
criteria by which the equity of allocations can be evaluated, and t o develop
methods by which equitable allocations
can be achieved.

111 Balinrki. M . L . . and H.P. Young, A New
Method for Congre~sional Apponionment. Proceedinor of rhe Nn1ion.l
~- ..
~ c a d = m yo f scienzs. u.s.A., 7 1 119741.
4M)24M)6.

161 Balinrki.
M . L . . and
H.P. Young,
Quotatone Apportionment Methods.
ilASA RR-77-11.

while ~
~
~ methods
t
i
~have
~ thet
defect that none of them are within
the quota, they neve~theless are the
ones most commonly used in practice,
and i t istherefore of interest
to explore Given minimum requirements such as
these, it may of course not be possible
their properties.-particularly with regard
for every region t o be within the quota.
to such issues
as encouraging coalitions
or schisms. One result of the research
has been to show that Jefferson's
method is the only one of Huntington's
Reference.
five that encourages coalitions 14.71.
The standards discussed above are
reoresentative of a number of other
isiues in proportional representation
and apportionment that are now under
investigation. The point of the analysis
is t o demonstrate the strengths and
weaknesses of various methods relative
t o standards that might be considered
important in different contexts: or t o
show that a given collection of seemingly desirable standards cannot be met
by any method because of some underlying but not apparent logical inconsistency. The ultimate choice of which
standards are selected as beins most

~

~
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The first two volumes in IIASA's Series
on Applied Systems Analysis will appear
this fall, published by John Wiley &
Sons. Ltd. Both Conflicting Objective_s
i-clsions,
edited by David E. Bell.
Ralph L. Keeney, and Howard Raiffa,
and M a t e r j a ~ m o u n t a b i l i t v : Theory,
V_erifi~at&~,io~d Applications, by
Rudolf Avenhaus. are the work of
IlASA alumni, and their international
character, timeliness, and range reflect
IIASA's nature and mission. The books
are described i n more detail below.
The International Series on Applied
Systems Analysis is an important part of
IIASA's effort to acquaint the world
community of scientists and decision
makers with the current state of the art
of applied systems analysis. Through
this series. the lnstitute hopes t o make
information about syste&s analysis
available to a wider public and. in doing
so, to encourage further research and investigation, as well as new and more
widespread applications, throughout the
world. The series was established in
order t o facilitate the development of
systems analysis and encourage i t s application t o problems of international importance. I t is intended to serve, like
the lnstitute itself, as a means for the
international exchange of information
and experience and as a vehicle for collaboration among scientists and institutions addressing common problems in
different countries.

and Control, by H. Strobel IGDR);
Multilevel
Systems
Analysis: Theory
~- -and
~-Application- -b y 1 DiricG
(Belgium), and G e n n e r g r e n (Sweden);
and Organization for- forecasting and
Planning,
-- . ~ a collaborative effort by US
and Soviet authors.
As a quick reading of this far from complete listing reveals, the range of subject
matter is wide, and techniques of systems analysis suitable for application to
both "real~world" problems and t o further scientific inquiry are treated. In
addition, the authors and editors of the
volumes represent twelve nations, and
the contributors to the edited volumes
many more. Thus, the series reflects
IIASA's unique ability to bring an inter.
national focus to bear on many of the
most pressing problems facing the world
today. I t is also an example of IIASA's
interest in improving the tools and
techniques of systems analysis so that
more effective use may be made of
them in defining and resolving these
problems.
The audience for the series will, clearly.
vary from book to book. However, the
series as a whole is designed to bring
IIASA's message to a large and heterogenous public not ordinarily reached
through the institute's other modes of
communication--decision makers and
managers in industry and government.
specialists in many disciplines, practitioners, teachers, and students of svstems analysis, and, in some instances.
the educated layman. In this way, a
greater awareness of the opportunities
offered by systems analysis can be culti.
vated among those most likely to use i t
and to benefit from its use.

Over the next year or so, the Survey
Project, which i s responsible for the
series, expects publication of at least ten
new titles. books whose subjects ranqe
from environmental assessment to urban
traffic control to US/Soviet management practices. Many of the books are
the result of IIASA research--for examConflicting Objectives in Decisions
ple, Recent-Developments inReaJme
Edited bv David E. Bell,
F ~ ~ e c a s t i n g / C o ~ tof
r oWater.
l
Resource
Systems, edited by A. Szoll6si-Nagy
Ralph L. Keeney, and
(Hungary), and E. Wood (Canada);
Howard Raiffa*
Adapti~Enviro~,men.ta~Assessm_ent
"Almost a l l of the issues that decision
and Ma-ement,
edited by C.S. Holling
(Canada); O~ganizatiqn for Frogram
makers face ...involve multiple objectives
Ma~agement, by C. Davies (UKI,
that conflict in some measure with each
other.
In such issues, decisions that
A. Demb (USA), R. Espejo (Bolivia),
serve some objectives well will generally
and R. Ostrowski (Poland); North Sea
satisfy other objectives less well than alPetroleum Development: The-Develop.
terrrative decisions, which, however,
ment/Envi~nment Interfa53 by D.
would not be so satisfactory t o the first
Fisher (USA), D. von Winterfeldt
(FRG). J. Owsinski (Poland). S. lkeda
group. The decision maker then must
(Japan), and R . Tuch (USA); Manageselect from among the possible decisions
r n e n t o f Energy/Environment Sys!emsl
the one that somehow establishes the
edited by W. Foe11 (USA).
best mix of outcomes for his multiple
conflicting obiectives.
For others, the IlASA association is not
'ISBN 0471-99506.1: xii + 4 5 4 p p . : index.
so direct, but the nature and quality of
Cloth. 522.80. Order from John Wilnv &
the work suits them t o the series.
Sons Ltd., Baffinr Lane, Chicherter. Sursex,
Computerized Urban Traffic Guidance
PO19 1 U D . England

"The analytical tools developed t o aid
decision makers facing complex prob.
lems originally addressed only single.
objective problems. More recently, the
artificiality and restrictiveness o f that
approach for most real problems has led
t o the development of various methods
for handling multiple-objective problems. The purpose of this volume, and
of the workshop from which it is derived, is t o bring together and report on
these various methods and on their apBetter understanding of the
plication
processes of decision making with multiple objectives will enable those who
must make decisions t o do so more intelligently and thus will enhance the
likelihood of good decisions." (From
the Foreword, by J. Gvishiani and
R. Levien.)

....

As the editors point out in their preface.
IIASA's charge is to conduct systematic
analysis of problems common t o industrialized societies in East and West; thus.
interest in decisions with multiple objectives is natural since a l l these problems
entail multiple conflicting objectives.
Social decision making, capital investment decisions, nuclear power plant
siting, urban development, environmental pollution, and forest pest management are among the problems treated
in the volume. Eleven papers are de.
voted t o various methodological ap.
proaches t o multiobjective decisions.

Material Accountability:
Theory, Verifiration and
Applications
Rudolf Avenha~~s'
This volume offers a thorough review of the analytical tools that have
been developed to deal with a problem
of considerable international importance-keeping track of rare or dangerous materials. Such problems have
arisen with particular urgency in the
field of nuclear energy, where the
rnaterials of concern are uranium
and plutonium as they flow through the
nuclear fuel cvcle. Indeed. much of the
analytical apparatus presented was develooed or refined with this a~olication
..
in k i n d .
However, the techniques
can also be applied to monitoring
of the flow of pollutants, such as
sulfur dioxide; or potentially dangerous materials, such as carbon dioxide. that may affect the climate: or
rare rnaterials, such as the precious
Continued Daoe 5
. I S E N 0 4 7 1 - 9 9 5 2 8 - 2 : vii + 188 PP.: index.
Cloth. 819.00. Order from John Wiley &
Sons Ltd.. Baffinr Lsne, Chicherter. Susex.
PO19 I U D . England

Since its creation, one of the major
tasks of IIASA's Energy Systems Program has been t o consider the options
for long-term--maybe unlimited-energy
supply: solar energy, energy from nuclear fission by breeding, and energy from
nuclear fusion. (Conceivably, geother.
ma1 energy from hot dry rock will some
day prove to be a viable addition t o
this group. Also coal might, for some
time, play an important role.)
As for the two nuclear options, fusion
and fission, experts in the past have
favored the use of one or the other
solution, and i t was not at a l l clear how
the advantages and disadvantages of
these proposals compared t o each other.
I t was in this context that Professor
J. Gvishiani, Chairman of the IlASA
Council, observed that i t is a confusing
and undesirable situation t o have
vastly different assessments of the
fast breeder reactor and the fusion
reactor in different groups and counContinued Irom page 4

metals in a mint. Furthermore, many
centrally planned economies already
employ material balance accounting
as a part of their planning procedures.
As awareness of the limits of the earth's
readily accessible resources grows and
the need to use and reuse them efficiently increases, other nations and
institutions may also adopt such techniques. The methodology described in
this monograph can form the basis for
such applications.
Two cases are of concern:
one in
which the issue is how well material can
be accounted for, given the imprecision
of measurement techniques; the other.
in which the issue is how well this
can be done in the presence of an
antagonist (the diverter of plutonium or
silver, or the polluter) who wants t o
conceal the removal of material. The
analysis of these cases draws upon
statistical methodology and, in the
second case, on game theory as well.
The author presents basic tools needed
for analyzing a system in which the flow
and storage of materials i s of central
importance. The volume is a significant
contribution to the study of such
systems because i t synthesizes results
that lhave been obtained in a wide
range of fields of application-from
nuclear energy to resource economics-and in many nations.

tries: the major worldwide challenges
ahead of us required that such differences be reconciled as far as possible,
he felt, and accordingly, IlASA should
take the initiative to contribute t o a
better and more consistent assessment.
This led IIASA's Energy Group to form
an international team of fusion and fast
breeder experts from the USA, the
USSR, and the FRG. This was the first
time that such a group of scientists,
representing probably the most advanced research in the field, have jointly
undertaken the task of comparing the
possible and probable sideeffects of
large-scale use of either reactor type.
This i s of particular importance in
view of the long-range strategies that
are being considered within IIASA's
Energy Systems Program.
Of course. as the members of the group
note. "comparisons are difficult by
their nature. Even when the technologies being compared have basic similarit is
ities in function and approach,
impossible t o avoid entirely a situation
in which aspects being compared are
fundamentally
incommensurable--one
faces the problem of comparing apples
and oranges. A further difficulty is
that technical fields relating both to
fission breeders and t o fusion are
evolving, sometimes rapidly"--an observation particularly true for fusion,
which is s t i l l in an early stage of development.

...

An important decision that had t o be
made for the study was t o select the
"reference reactor cases" t o be compared. The choice was quite easy on
the fission side as the Liquid Metal
Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBRI clearly
dominates research and development
programs on breeder reactors around
the world. For fusion, the choice was
a little harder as i t i s quite unclear
which configuration will finally lead
to a working reactor. As at present'
the so-called TOKAMAK concept seems
t o be the most promising, i t has been
selected, especially as there is more
information on it than on any other
approach to fusion.
has i t s price
Benefit
- - - -- - A point of major importance is that,
in terms of fuel supply fission breeders
as well as deuterium-tritium ( 0 - T )

fusion have the potential of providing
almost unlimited amounts of energy.
In this respect there is no difference
between them that is of any practical
significance. Both reactor types could
solve all our problems about future
fuel supply, but this enormous benefit
has its price, which in both cases includes heavy investment in research and
development before a commercial stage
can be reached, continuing high capital
costs for commercial reactors and support facilities, and a commitment t o
maintain a high degree of meticulousness and vigilance in the construction
and operation of these technologies
and the sequestering of their wastes.
Although the differences between the
basic physical processes are significant,
the technologies of using these processes for electricity production have
much in common:
complex large-scale engineering based
on large central station power plants.
material damage and activation by
neutrons.
the need to contain radioactive
materials inventories within the plant
and t o manage radioactive wastes beyond the lifetime of the reactors.
the use of liquid metal cooling and
heat transfer technologies for many
present designs.
quantitatively_&tter
Fusion:
A t the same time, however, D-T fusion
may provide quantitative advantages in
the form of:
lower hazard potential in i t s radioactive inventory (and, accordingly,
smaller predicted consequences of hypothetical large releases),
lower radioactive decay-heat,
smaller hazard potential and shorter
hazard lifetime associated with radioactive wastes,
less shipment of dangerous materials
outside the reactor,

0

smaller hazard potential for use of
tritium as a radiological weapon (compared with plutonium in the case of
fission).
Conrinued page 8

in, a t least, those 17 nations. and in
many international institutions. We are
confronted with the issues of international recruitment and adequate tenure
of staff; and, not least, with the question of practical applications on an
international scale,
Continued from page 7
tried t o mobilize the resources of the
national scientific communities through
collaborative links of various kinds.
But to work simultaneously toward
three goals can be difficult, both inher.
ently and as a result of external factors.
The inherent difficulties arise because
the effort t o reach toward any one of
the three goals may in some measure
compete with efforts t o work toward
the others. This dilemma i s mirrored
in the different aspirations for IlASA
held by i t s different Member Organizations and various external bodies, and
in their evaluations of its performance.
One school of thought maintains that
international,
especially
East-West.
collaboration is IIASA's raison d'etre;
another, that IlASA must perform a t
the highest levels of science and that
its primary output should be publications that satisfy the most exacting
standards of quality; and a third, that
as the only international institute of
applied systems analysis in a world
facing enormous problems, IlASA must
put its main efforts into the understanding and alleviation of those problems.
There are also practical difficulties t o
be overcome in achieving IIASA's
goals, which stem from the lnstitute's
nature as an international organization
with a relatively small scientific staff
(less than 1001 drawn from 17 nations.
and with potential users of its results
Sch1os.s Laxenburg near Viennn, home
of 1 l ~ I . S A :property of the tiabsburgs
since the time of iWaria Thereso, wlro
hod the earlier building enlarged into
the present palace con~plexduring the
second half of the 18th century. When
in 19iZ the lntermtionnl institute for
.Applied Systen~s,211nlysis was founded
in London, the :lustrian government,
logether with the provinces of Lower
Austria and Viennn, offered the palace
Since then the
to the Institute.
Austrian partners h u e peneror~sly restored the hisforical building~ and
adopted them t o the needs o f a modern
research institute at their enpenre. T o day the Schloss not only serves ns a
home for almost 100 scientists from all
over the world, hut abo has Oecome a
rneetingqound for the world's scientific conrmunity.

On the basis of these observations, derived from five years' experience, we
can now ask: How realistic have IIASA's
aspirations been? How far has the
lnstitute gone toward fulfilling them?
How well might it be expected t o do
in the future?

I believe that, understood in a suitably
modest way and for the lnstitute as a
whole. IIASA's aspirations continue t o
be realistic indeed. IlASA can increase
international cooperation, especially between East and West, and this will contribute to a better, shared appreciation
of the problems that confront all nations and mankind as a whole. Seen on
the terrain of international contacts,
IlASA is a sturdy, though narrow,
bridge.
IlASA can maintain the quality of the
science entering into i t s analyses at a
level reflecting the state of the art of
the contributing disciplines; and in
some selected topics, as well as in systems analysis, it can reasonably aspire
to advancing the state of the art. By
working in conjunction with national
institutions dedicated mainly t o scientific advancement, i t s output can become significant.
IlASA can produce results that find
their way into practice, through IIASA's
staff or through i t s collaborators, even
though the way may be tortuous in
some cases and untraceable in others.
Yet effective application will depend

not on IlASA alone but on the receptivity of the NMO countries; that is,
on their capacity to adapt IIASA's
results to the local environment, and
bring them to the attention of the
appropriate clientele.
How far has the lnstitute gone toward
fulfilling them? There still remains a
gap between the founders' aspirations
and the Institute's achievements; i t
could hardly be otherwise. But viewed
in perspective--relative t o similar re.
search programs elsewhere, which often
encounter difficulties in combining
good science and effective application;
to other organizations concerned with
today's complex problems, which have
had to try to balance international
cooperation with good science; or t o
other
institutes with fewer than
100 scientists-the lnstitute compares
quite favorably. It has made reasonable
progress.perhaps more than should have
been expected, given the difficulties
that have t o be overcome.-but i t still
has a long way to go.
How well might i t be expected t o do in
the future? The first five years were
a time of creation and learning. Since
there were no existing institutions to
imitate, i t was also a time of invention
and experimentation. This has led t o
failures as well as successes. But IlASA
is a stronger, more mature institution
now than before. With the continued
support of i t s NMOS i t can expect to
make further progress toward i t s ambi.
tious goals.
We at IlASA look forward to living up
to the challenges of undertaking international, interdisciplinary studies of the
significant issues facing mankind.

R.E. Levien
Director of IlASA

l'lrr irlen of an international inrtilution
nppl.ying the methods and r(~r1~1t.s
of
science and technologlv t o the problems
of modern society uzas oripinal1.v sug.
gcsted b y the late L1.S Prcridrnt I.yndon
/I. Johnson m a desirable form of EastU'ear cooperation in lnte 1966. The
notion was quick1.y accepted b y the
Soviet Union and soon gained inlerest
and support in a number of other coun-

trier, from 60111 Kurt and @,>st. 7'/>i.v
led, after five year.< of n ~ p ~ i o t i o nlo
s,
the foundation of rhe lntrrnational
Insti~utefor .,lpplied Systems /Inalysis
on Octohpr 4, 1972. On that day,
represenlntiues from ~cientificorganizations in twelve nations sipned the
Charter of ll.4SA at a ceremony at the
Koyal Society, /,ondon. (Our picture
shotus from left t o ripht: I'rofessor P.

Ilorzdbr. 1'rr.sirl~nl of thc .Yotion01
.,lcade,ny r,J .Sci~ncrs of the 1'5:l:
llr. 1'. Warren and Lord Z u c k e r m n ,
both front the U K Cabinet Orice;
Professor J. Guishinni and Dr. .4. llykou
from the USSH State Committee for
Science and Technology; and Professors
A. Letou and R. .hlilner from the Acade m y of .Sciences. USSR.)
Professor froward Raiffo of Horuard
1iniu~rsit.y. S
1)irector of M S . 4
from its inception in 1972 until Noucmber 1975, and hi" Deputy Director
1'rofes.sor /Ilexander l,etou, Corresponding Member of the Soviet Academy of
Sciences, taking o break at ilte London
meeting in October 1972. Professor
1,etou tuas nLo the first leader of the
n'aler i~esourcerProject of IIIISA and
mar ownrded the LlSSX Stafr Prize for
his contributions to control theory in
1972. Ile died at the age of 6 4 in
illox.ow at the end of September 1974.

On Janunr-v 16, 197.7, o n WrPentrnt aros
s$nrd Orrttrr~rnl l ~ eFederal liepublic of
.lustria nnd II.4S.4 on cstablishing the
Iepnl position of the lnslitl~lein A~rstrin
and proaiding for the renovalion of
Sch1o.s~ /,axenburp h y the lustrinn
nvthorities. (From thc left: Profcsrors
/I. Kuiffa and J. Coi~hioni.on belrolfof
11.~12:l;the (;o~)ernorof 1,ower Austria,
Ork.Hot A. 11lnur~r;lIr. 11. Firnberg,
.lustrion Minister of Sriencc: Professor
E. .Sehrnid, President of the Austrian
Academy of Sciences; and Dr. F. Slavik,
Lord dlnvor of Vienna.)
In .May 1976, II.1S/I held its first triennial conference, as required b y the
Charter, at the Vienna Hofburg. A n
international audience, comprising over
200 scientists and decision makers,
reviewed the Institute's achievements
during its first three years of existence.
A m o q s t the participonb were I'rofessors T. K o o p m n s from the US (second
from right) nnd L. Kantorouich (far
left), who not o n b shared the 1975
Nobel Prize in Economics, but also ore
closely linked to I l d S A and have spent
some time working at Laxenburg;
Professor K o o p m n s led the iblpthodolo ~ Project
y
during 1974-197.5.
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Migration -the key
.issue
-

I

Migration and i t s influence on human
settlement patterns has received wider
attention recently as annual rates of
urban population increase have grown
to twice those of total population
growth. Scholars have recognized the
increasing necessity of studying the
changing patterns of location of people
and the impact of their geographical
distribution on society.
Such a spatial approach t o demography
is being analyzed by IIASA's Human
Settlements and Services Area.
Research in the Migration and Settlement

-

.

Continued from ~ s o e
5

It must be emphasized that the possible environmental advantages of fusion
will not materialize automatically: high
priority must be given to environmental
characteristics at the earliest stages of
designing fusion systems. One can quite
well envisage fusion systems in which
manv of the imoortant environmental
advantages over fission do not materialize. Those that are achieved will have
t o be weighed against the cost of
achieving them-.today an impossible
task both because of the early stage of
fusion technology, and because the
value that society will place on such
advantages is yet t o be determined.

I

Task combines the spatial dimension of
obviously affect the entire social and
oooulation arowth with i t s time dimen- I economic fabric of the nation.
sion. I t is not enough to know how
Many questions need t o be asked by
many people will need food, enbrgy,
planners in order to enlarge their
education, health care, and employunderstanding of who migrates, why.
ment. Societies must also know where
and with what consequences.
The
these will be needed in order t o be able
different orientations of scholars in
t o plan for them. India, for example,
various sciences have resulted in a
currently has 80% of its people living in
great diversity of migration studies,
rural areas. Studies at IIASA indicate
which have not yet been fused into an
that India's principal urban areas will
interdisciplinary approach. Demograsoon increase greatly in size as a conphers have typically looked upon
sequence of rural to urban migration.
migration as a component of net popuI t is likely that by the time zero population change; economists have exlation growth i s achieved in India, at
amined it as a mechanism enabling an
least 60% of i t s population will be conindividual t o adjust to new socioecocentrated in cities. Such a drastic renomic opportunities; geographers have
distribution of the population will
been primarily interested in the description and explanation of spatial
patterns of mobility; and sociologists
predicament.
The desire t o
have focused on the motivation of an
to commercial fruition as soon
individual t o move, the relation beas possible may lead to disproportionate
tween migration and the social strucemphasis on early engineering feasibility
ture, and the assimilation of migrants
at the expense of potential environin new communities.
mental advantages. This would be a

. .~
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The study Fusion and Fast Breeder
Reactors*, which has just been published, carefully considers the benefits
and problems t o be expected from
fusion reactors and compares them in
great detail with what is known about
fast breeder reactors. As it turns out,
both imply impacts that will, in some
qualitative sense, be similar: each technology makes use of breeding reactions,
requires the containment of high radioactivity (from the irradiated containment walls in the case of fusion).
operates with liquid metals, and requires radioactive waste disposal. But
important quantitative differences between fusion and fission remain.

As the example of the LMFBR, which
has alreadv. oassed the threshold of
engineering feasibility, shows, the social
valuation of environmental benefits can
be very high: i t s environmental and
social characteristics are being judged
against the yardstick of existing energy
technologies such as oil, natural gas.
liaht water reactors. and coal.
~ Yet.
~
.
these relatively short-term or tranThe results of the study help us t o
sitional options do not meet the basic
understand better the implications of
fuel supply criterion as long.term
large-scale application of both fusion
sources.
The question, therefore. i s
and fast breeder reactors in view of
whether they provide suitable yardthe forthcoming challenges. The llASA
sticks for judging the fast breeder's
Energy Systems Program considers i t
viability and desirability as a way t o
of prime importance that similar studies
meet these long.term needs.
be made on the solar and coal options,
providing comprehensive comparisons
The development of fusion has t o be
of all energy options under considercarefully steered if i t is to avoid a
ation. Perhaps the most important re'RR.7708: Fusion and Fast Breeder Reacsult of the IlASA Program will be that
tors. W. Hifele e l al.. November 1976 Irei t initiated such studies.
virsd July 19771,51880
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Four research t o p l a

Out of the growing literature on migration, IIASA has identified four related
research subtasks that are of particular
relevance for spatial demography and
that bring together the diverse scientific approaches t o the study of human
settlements.
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spatial- human population is governed
by the interactions of births, deaths,
and migration. These events and flows
enter into an accounting relationship
in which the growth of a regional
population i s determined by the combined effects of natural increase (births
minus deaths1 and net migration (in.
migrants minus outmigrantsl.
The
dynamics subtask has focused i t s
research on such relationships, concerning itself with the advancing of
the current state of the art in spatial
mathematical
demography,
model
schedules and populations, sensitivity
analysis, spatial zero population growth,
--

- -

.Franr Willekenr (Belgium1came to IIASA in
June 1975 from Northmrtern University,
USA, where he began his Ph.0. srudier in
Urban Systems Engineering and Policy Plan.
ning, which he mmpleted a t IIASA. At the
Institute he is working on migration and
lelrlement systems.

~

~

Spatial
demography
and i t s uses
-- -p~p-

Spatial demography is concerned with
the analysis of multiregional population systems, primarily with respect
to their size, age, and regional composition, and the changes of these over
space and time.
This perspective
allows one t o study the demographic
interactions between the urban agglomerations that shape national human
settlement.patterns.
I t s focus on the
migration between regions and on
regional differences in fertility, mortality, and age composition is of particular importance for forecasting local
and multiregional populations.
and aggregation-decomposition procedures. This work is of particular importance to IIASA's emerging interests in
manpower planning.
0 Demometrics - The principal aim of
this activity is to establish empirically
q ~ a n t i f ~ a o lre
e at;onsh'ps between aemograpnBr: and socoeconom~cvar~ables:
in a broad sense, t o unify the application of mathematical and statistical
methods t o the study of demosraphic
. .
phenomena. The essential role of demometrics is the specification, estimation,
and testing of demographiceconomic
demoec economic"^ models. Since the
model specification must be based on
a migration theory, the construction of
such theories is of major importance in
demometrics. This research i s particularly relevant to IIASA's interests in
integrated regional development.

Policy - A third important aspect of
IIASA's migration and settlement study
i s the examination of the causes of
migration and its consequences to the
migrant, the origin region, and the
destination region.
Policy research
focuses on the development of a methodology to formulate' and to evaluate
alternative ~ o o u l a t i o ndistribution policies. The fundamental idea is that any
population policy problem can be formally stated as an optimal control
problem. Because of this. the search
for optimal policies may be enhanced
by using algorithms designed to solve
dynamic control problems. This research is being done in close cooperation with IIASA's System and Decision
Sciences Area.
0

*

C p a r a t i v e g t u ~ d ~-y The findings of
the first three subtasks are being applied
to a study of migration and settlement
patterns and policies in IIASA's Na.
tional Member Organization countries.
This will contribute t o our general
understanding of the relationships be.
tween geographical mobility, urbaniza.
tion. and national development. The
comparative study i s assembling, summarizing, and analyzing data on migration and spatial population growth. A
network of scholars throughout the
world has been established to exchange
data and scientific knowledge on migration and settlement dynamics and to
carry out a comparative analysis.

Multiregional population systems may
be composed of two regions (for in.
stance: urban and rural), many regions
(such as states or provinces), or a single
reuion.
This means that conventional
mathematical demography. which does
not consider internal miuration. is i n
fact a special case of multiregional
mathematical demography. Since 1975,
when this research activity began at
IIASA, considerable progress has been
made in developing a consistent methodology, and the scope of the field has
been broadened. Particular progress has
been made in measurement of migration, in multiregional life table con.
struction, in stable (steady-state) population analysis, in techniques for evalu.
ating the short., medium-, and long-term
demographic impacts of changes in vital
rates, and in reducing the size and complexity of large.scale population pro.
jection models.
This new field has attracted wide interest from scientistsand planners in many
countries, and IIASA-stimulated studies
on internal migration are under way i n
a number of NMO countries. In addition, new projects applying this
methodology are being established by
national scholars in several NMOS.

)nu data on miuration and spatial DODUlacon growth in a number of developed
and developing countries. The emphasis
of this study is therefore on empirical
research. By using new demographic
methods recently developed by IlASA
scholars, the Institute and its collaborating institutions have already achieved
a number of important results.
First, a number of computer programs
have been published which allow the
computation of multiregional life tables,
projections of multiregional populations
into the future, fertility and migration
analyses of both stationary and stable
populations, and evaluation of the
demographic impact of alternative paths
to zero population growth.
Second, IlASA has initiated, as part of
the comparative study, a methodological investigation of ways t o estimate
missing data, since frequently parts of
the considerable amounts of data required for the analyses are not available.
This investigation comprises both a critical review of existing methodology and
the development of new methods. The
results will be of particular importance
for developing countries and various
units of the United Nations. such as its
Population Division.
Migration and the- future
~

But the methods of multiregional demography are of practical use in much
more than multiregional population
forecasting. The methods may be applied to describe and project a population by marital status and t o study
health care demands, and they also have
important uses in manpower and educational planning. In collaboration with
other groups a t IIASA, the Human
Settlements and Services Area is exploring new applications.
Comparing migrationand settlement
In December 1975, a workshop was
held at Laxenburg to bring together
scientists from East and West with a
common interest i n the study of internal migration and spatial population
growth. As a result of this meeting i t
was decided to carry out a comparative study with the aim of contributing
t o our understanding of the relationships between geographical mobility,
urbanization, and national development
by assembling, summarizing, and analyz-

Scholars and policymakers often disagree on the desirability of current rates
of rapid urbanization and massive ruralurban migration in the less developed
world. Some see these trends as effectively speeding up national processes
of socioeconomic development, whereas
others believe their consequences to be
largely undesirable and argue that both
trends should be slowed down.
Because demographers in the past have
accorded migration a status second to
fertility and mortality, analytical studies
of the spatial dimension of population
growth have not provided policymakers
with an adequate understanding of the
determinants and consequences of
spatial population growth. The Migration and Settlement Task therefore i s
striving to carry out policy-relevant
studies of the ueouraohical dimensions
of present and- f u G e populations in
order to develop better analytical
tools for assessing the probable consequences of alternative population and
economic policies.

Although in most developed countries
investments in health care facilities and
staff are continuously increasing, those
in charge of the development of health
care systems are faced with the problem
of how to allocate resources, particularly how many and what kind of resources will be needed in which areas.
Partial answers t o this problem can of
course be found by conducting "real.
life" experiments, using real objects
(such as health centers, hospitals, etc.1;
but these are generally time consuming
and expensive and are unable t o test
many alternative policies.
On a national level, the situation is
even more difficult: the managers of
national health care systems need, i n
order to properly allocate health care
resources, forecasts of population development. as well as of the dynamics of
the health status o f the population.
And because of the strbng dependence
of the health care system on socioeconomic, environmental, and other
external factors, they need the help of
many specialties i n projecting the future
development of the health care system.
With this in mind, Prof. D. Venedictov,
Soviet Deputy Minister of Health and
former leader of IIASA's biomedical
research activities, suggested i n 1974
that the Institute should develop a
model of national health care systems
to be used to assist decision makers in
exploring the consequences of their
possible resource allocations.

'Prof. Evgenii Shigan graduated from the
F i r s MOSCOW
Medical Institute and received
his Ph.D. in Medical Sciences in 1964 and his
M.D. I" 1973.
He came to I l A S A in
November 1976 from ?he Central lnrtitute
for Advanced Medical Training of the Minintry of Health of the USSR in Moscow. His
research tocures on the aoplication of operalions research to public health.

The planning-proble~
- -The planning of health care resources, as
practiced in many countries, can be seen
as a t w o stage process. I n the first stage
the needs for resources
-~~ are
- - determined
on the basis of estimates of desired standards of health care, morbidity rates,
and population trends. In the second
stage these needs are compared with the
capacity of the country t o supply health
care resources. A t this point i t i s usually found that, because of economic and
other constraints, the country cannot
afford t o s u. ~. o l vresources at such hioh
levels. Thus. /n this second stage b f
planning, a more modest set of resource
provisions has t o be determined, which
is affordable but which will allow the
health care system's performance to
come as close as possible to the desired
standards estimated in the first stage.
Such a two stage planning experience
has accumulated i n the Soviet Union,
where over the past 60 years with the
growth o f general welfare of the country, centralized planning of health care
systems followed continuous changes i n
the desired standards and, consequently,
i n the health indices.

A population submodel has already
been built at IIASA. It draws upon a
new approach in multi-regional demography that is being developed at IlASA
and which i s described elsewhere i n this
issue.

~~~

Modeling
- -~
the health care systemThe work o f the IlASA health care
systems modeling team is aimed at
assisting planners i n both stages of the
planning process. I t i s intended to build
a simulation model that will allow planners to t e s t options in both stages. The
model will initially contain interrelated
submodels dealing with population,
morbidity, resource needs, resource
supply, and resource allocation. Later
on it is hoped t o include also submodels
dealing with some other systems that
interact with health care, e.g. the
physical environment.

Initial versions of the morbidity submodel have been developed at IIASA by
scientists from Japan and the USSR.
Thissubmodel is designed to allow the
user to estimate morbidity rates from
data on more easily measured quantities
such as mortality rates. There is a need
for a model in this area because, although in principle morbidity can be
estimated by special surveys, i n practice
this is an expensive and time consuming
approach. The main difficulty in surveying morbidity is to discover the hidden part of the morbidity "iceberg"--the
sickness that is not registered through
contact with the health services because
some sick individuals do not seek medical treatment. However, a few general
morbidity surveys have been carried
out, notably in the USSR and Japan.
and their results have been used by the
IlASA team to calibrate the morbidity
submodel. I n addition to the direct purpose of this submodel, it will help to
avoid difficulties in obtaining personal
health information from general practitioners.
A submodel for calculating resource
needs has also been built at IIASA. I t
uses information on population and
morbidity obtained from the two submodels mentioned previously. I t also
requires data on desirable clinical standards. This data is readily obtainable
from countries such as the USSR where
estimates of such standards are used i n
a formal way as part of the planning
process. The resource need submodel
can be used by a health service planner
to rapidly examine the implications of

IIASA's Management and Technologyl
Area has a new leader: Rolfe Tomlinson
from the United Kingdom. Before joining the Institute a t the beginning of
October, Mr. Tomlinson headed a group
of over 100 professional operations
researchers working for the UK National
Coal Board. They were charged with
tackling the full range of decision m a k
ing problems in a large nationalized
organization, ranging from long-term
planning and future studies to the
detailed issues of planning and operating
individual coal mines. As President of
the UK Operational Research Society he
became increasingly concerned with the
need for more research to assist inhouse
groups like his at the National Coal
Board, whodo not always have the time
to develop the new methodologies
needed to undertake studies of fresh
and difficult problem areas. "For a
variety of reasons, it is difficult to get
this work done in university", says Mr.
Tomlinson. "It needs a team approach
and cuts across traditional disciplinary
barriers, and I think we need special
institutes to take on this kind of research. IlASA is one of the very few
places of this kind, and this is why I
welcomed the opportunity to join i t s
staff."

anticipated changes in morbidity, medical technology, and other factors. It is
expected that such a model will prove
useful in the first stage of planning.
In the second stage of planning, account
has to be taken of economic and other
constraints that limit the supply of
health care resources. Here the planner
is searching for a set of resource provisions that will enable the health care
system to attain the highest levels of
performance that are possible within
these constraints.
What is required
therefore, is a model that will simulate
the performance of the health care
system, under any given option for
resource supply. To do this, the model
has to simulate how the health care system will allocate limited resources between competing demands.
Such a
model, a health care resource allocation
submodel, is being developed at IIASA
and a pilot version, dealing with hospital
in-patient care only, has already been
built. This submodel takes for i t s input
concerning the demands for health care.
the same components of population,
morbidity rates, and desirable clinical
standards that are used in the resource
need submodel. The model can then be
used t o t e s t options for resource supply.
In the United Kingdom there is experience both in the construction of such
models and in their use in real planning
situations. Accordinqlv. UK scientists
are making a major contribution to this
aspect of the IIASA work.

Application of the model
-

1

Two scholars with strong IlASA connections have recently been appointed
Program Directors a t the East-West Cen.
ter in Hawaii. Dr. William Mathews,
for several years UNEP's liaison officer
with IIASA, has just left us to become
Director of the Environment and Policy
Institute; while Professor Harrison
Srown, fomler IlASA Council Member
for the US National Academy of Sciences end Chairman of the IlASA
Finance Committee, takes up the post
of Director of the Resource Systems
Institute.
Professor Oleg Vasiliev from the Soviet
Union, leader of the lnstitute's research
in the Resources and Environment Area
since November 1976, was appointed
joint Deputy Director of IlASA at the
IlASA Council meeting in July of this
year. Professor Vasiliev is a Correspond-

Professor
of
Hydrodynamics
at
Novosibirsk State University. He is also
a member of the State Committee of
the USSR Council of Ministers for
Science and Technology. As Deputy
Director of IIASA, he joins Professor
Wolf Hiifele from the FRG, head of the
Institute's Energy Systems Program,
who has been Deputy Director since
November 1974.

The resource supply submodel is concerned with the process by which health
care resources are produced. Work on
this topic at IIASA will beqin next year.
when it is intended to consiruct amodel
of the supply of medical manpower.

It is intended that the model, i.e. the
integrated set of submodels, be tested
soon in a region of the UK and in the
Gabrovo district of Bulgaria and, later
on, in Finland. After testing this computer model, i t will be recommended to
IlASA NMO countries and WHO for
practical application.

Dr. Jerome WeingaR, previously with
IIASA's Energy Systems Program and
now in charge of the lnstitute's scientific communications, was recently awarded the $10,000 Mitchell Prize of the
"Alternatives to Growth '77" Conference in The Woodlands, Texas. In his
Paper "The Heliostrategy--a Heretical
View of the Role of Solar Energy in the
Future of a Small Planet", Dr. Weingart
argued that a global network of solar
conversion systems, coupled with appropriate energy transport and storage facilities, can provide the energy required
for a livable world.

I

analysis can be successful only if i t s
results are actually used in decision
making processes. Therefore, he feels
that one of the main tasks of the lnstitute's Management and Technology
Area must be to look at the various
ways in which models can be used by
decision makers. Other research tasks
in his portfolio will be concerned with
environmental management, questions
of technological change and innovation,
and organizational issues such as problems of scale and the effective use of
information.

,
,

IIASA's National Member
Organizations [NMOS]
The Academy of Sciences. Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics
The Canadian Committee for the
lnternational lnstitute for Applied
Systems Analysis
The Committee for the lnternational lnstitute for Applied
Systems Analysis of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
The French Association for the
Development of Systems Analysis
-

Research Memoranda
---

The Academy of Sciences of the
German Democratic Republic

RM-77036, Dynamic Linear Programmins Model for Agricultural Investment and ~esource; Utilization Policies. C. Csaki, $1.50

The Japan Committee for the
lnternational lnstitute for Applied
Systems Analysis

RM-77-037, Intrinsic Rates and Stable
Age-Specific Mortality (and Migration)
Rates of the Growth Matrix Operator
in the Single Region (Multiregion)
Population Model, J. Ledent, $1.50
Collaborative Publications
CP-77-004, Health System Modeling
and the lnformation System for the
Coordination of Research in Oncology.
Proceedings of the IlASA Biomedical
Conference. December 8-12. 1975,
D.D. Venediktov. $20.80
CP-77-005, Medium Term Aspects of a
Coal Revival: Two Case Studies.
W. Sassin. F. Hoffmann, M. Sadnicki.
editors, $4.50
CP-77-06, Proceedings of a Conference
on Pest Management, G.A. Norton.
C.S. Holling, editors. $13.40

Research Reports

RM-77-038, Planning Long Range Agricultural Investment Projects: A Dynamic Linear Programming Approach.
H. Carter, C. Csaki, A.I. Propoi. $1.50
RM-77-039. Growth and Change in the
Japanese Urban System: The Experience of the 1970s. N.J. Glickman, $2.50
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